Jean Houston, Ph.D.
Philosopher, U.N Consultant, Author, Futurist and
Sage.

M-JOY INTEGRATIVE

Two Day Heart-Centered Play
SAN DIEGO October 14-15, 2017

October 13, 2017 @ 7:OO pm Friday Night Talk
October 14-15, 2017 Weekend Workshop
Seaside Center for Spiritual Living
Encinitas, CA

Expand your
perception
of reality and
experience time and
events in a surprising
new way!
For More Information Visit
Www.Seasidecenter.org
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Come PLAY in the WE
Experience. Embody the
Integrity Effect. Activate
True Authentic Power
(TAP) from the field of
the heart as a catalyst
for interactive reality
creation, manifestation,
and experience.

Registration discount
available until 9/22/17.

Melissa Joy Jonsson
Founder & Instructor
M-Joy Seminars and
Best-Selling Author

SEMINAR VENUE
DoubleTree by Hilton San Diego Del Mar
11915 El Camino Real • San Diego, CA 92130
Learn More/Register: www.MJoyHeartField.com
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Greetings

from the publisher
The Confederate States Constitution
& Being in a Minority

W

hether it puts you in a position
where people make fun of you
or hate you, being in a minority or
being treated unfairly because you’re
different is something this country
has always said was the antithesis of
why we joined as a nation.
If we aren’t living what we
preach, however, maybe it’s good
it’s becoming so obviously in need
of another look that we can’t ignore
its existence.
I read the other day that the first
thing that the eyes see is light and
dark—and color. There’s no getting
it out of our minds, which then automatically relate what we see to past
experiences.
Are we doomed or is it simply how
perception works? The good news
is most us have learned we can also
get beyond our knee-jerk reactions,
projections and fears—before we
act. Being in a supportive environment helps.
In retrospect I think I’ve been
lucky that I’ve been in the minority
more than once. I went to Virginia
schools beginning halfway through
the third grade. We moved to Sioux
City after the seventh grade. There
were no African-Americans in our
school or neighborhood. They were
in another area of Arlington that I
didn’t discover for several years.
Growing up as an Air Force brat,
you got used to moving every few
years. It introduced you to many different cultures and people. I think it
prevented us from being too fixed in
our ideas of how to do things.
When we lived off-base in Japan
none of my friends spoke English, I
adjusted. I was five and didn’t go to
school the first year there. That was
one of my most enjoyable periods of
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being in a minority. After starting the
third grade in California then moving to Virginia, I discovered I was in
the dumb or slow minority. I was so
far behind in math all my recess time
was spent working on it. Being made
fun of for that was tough for me.
In Iowa people laughed at my you
all’s that flowed out too easily. I transitioned to “you guys.” Going to ten
schools to get through high school
meant you often found yourself as
the “new guy” under scrutiny.
Alaska introduced me to something new—scorn and hate. Playing
basketball in the Air Force gym after
school often meant I had the court to
myself until the airmen got off work
and came in to play pickup games.
Then I became the only non-black
on the court.
I was in the ninth grade then and
about five feet tall—for me, a temporary minority. They were older, taller
servicemen and wanted the court.
I moved to a side basket and kept
shooting, not even really thinking of
joining them.
Then one day they were one guy
short and someone asked if I’d join
them. He obviously didn’t ask everyone else first. Some were very vocal
about not needing “him” and I saw
contempt, anger and hate.
But one guy said, “Let him play.
Come on. Be on my team.” The same
group didn’t play every day so similar scenarios played out more than
once. I decided I enjoyed being in the
game and there was always someone
who welcomed me, fed me the ball,
encouraged me to shoot and get into
the game.
While there were times when
some openly criticized me and said
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News & Events
International Day of Peace Celebrated 9/17
The San Diego International Day of Peace Celebration, and will be held
in Aztec Park in La Mesa
on Sunday, September 17
from 3-5pm. This year’s
theme, as declared by the
United Nations, is “Together for Peace” Respect, Safety
and Dignity for All.”
Festivities will include music, activities, interaction,
discussions and outreach opportunities. Over twenty
peace promoting groups will be presented. Representatives of different faith traditions will give testimony to a
commitment to promote peace, support diversity, nondiscrimination, and the acceptance of people of all faiths
and cultures. Sponsored by the Interfaith Council of La
Mesa. All are welcome. The event is free.

will show people all over the world how special lemurs
are—and how worthy they are of our admiration and
protection.”Morgan Freeman narrates the documentary.
The Fleet Science Center is located in Balboa Park. See rhfleet.org/
shows/island-lemurs-madagascar for times and tickets. Rated G

In San Diego & Online: Granny Rocks Experience
Live in San Diego, Eugene OR and online The Granny
Rock Experience will be at 10am on 9/9.
With the world consumed by overwork, stress, ambition, anxiety, addiction, poverty, competition, alienation,
—continued on page 9

More in information is at interfaithlamesa.org

Island of the Lemurs: Madagascar at IMAX
San Diego’s Fleet Science Center is now showing the
IMAX film Island of the Lemurs: Madagascar.
The first lemur-like primates appeared roughly 60
million years ago in mainland Africa and crossed over
to Madagascar shortly thereafter. Now
the only lemurs in the world exist on
Madagascar.
The varieties of lemurs there are
quite distinct from each other and are
amazing to see. The film highlights the
tireless efforts of trailblazing scientist
Dr. Patricia C. Wright and her lifelong
mission to help these strange and adorable creatures survive in the modern world. Among the lemurs audiences
will meet are the rare Greater Bamboo lemur; the smallest
primate in the world, the Mouse lemur; and the delightful
to watch dancing Sifaka lemur. Writer/producer Drew
Fellman says, “We hope Island of Lemurs: Madagascar

CORRECTION !

We made a mistake in August issue and misspelled
the last name of author/seminar leader Melissa Joy
Jonsson (we ran it as Johnson), a frequent contributor to TLC. Our sincere apologies for that mistake.
Melissa Joy will be in San Diego in October and
can be contacted at www.MJoyHeartField.com

STREAMING
MINDFULNESS,
MEDITATION,
& TRANSFORMATION
PICK YOUR PATH
GAIA.COM/TLC

www.LifeConnectionMagazine.com
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Human
By Design
By Gregg Braden

Who are we and why does it matter? Gregg
Braden has written a new book, Human by Design:
Why We’re Wired to Be Extraordinary (Hay House,
Inc., 10/2017) with one purpose in mind: to empower us in the choices that lead to thriving lives
in a transformed world.
Before that he looks at other questions, who are
we? Where do we come from? Why does it matter?
He begins that conversation here in a condensed
piece from his new book. Gregg Braden is a fivetime New York Times best-selling author, and is
internationally renowned as a pioneer in bridging
science, spirituality and human potential. Find out
more at greggbraden.com. Check out his free videos
for TLC readers at gaia.com/tlctruth.

answer the most fundamental question
of our existence: Who are we?

ince our earliest ancestors looked with awe into the
distant stars of a moonless night sky, a single question
has been asked countless times by countless numbers of
people sharing the same experience through the ages. The
question they’ve asked speaks directly to the core of every
challenge that will ever test us in life, no matter how big
or how small. It’s at the heart of every choice we’ll ever
face, and it forms the foundation for every decision we’ll
ever make.
The question that’s at the root of all questions asked
during the estimated 200,000 years or so that we’ve been
on earth is simply this: Who are we?

The way we answer the question penetrates the essence of
each moment of our lives. It forms the perceptual eyes—
the filters—through which we see other people, the world
around us, and most importantly, ourselves. For example,
when we think of ourselves as separate from our bodies, we
approach the healing process feeling like powerless victims
of an experience that we have no control over. Conversely,
recent discoveries confirm that when we approach life
knowing that our bodies are designed to constantly repair,
rejuvenate, and heal, this shift in perspective creates the
chemistry in our cells that mirrors our belief.
Our self-esteem, our self-worth, our sense of confidence,
our well-being, and our safety stem directly from the way
we think of ourselves in the world. From the person we
say yes to when it comes to choosing a life partner and
how long our relationship lasts once we create it, to what
jobs we feel worthy of performing, the most important
decisions we’ll ever make in life are based in the way we
answer the simple, timeless question Who are we?
The way we think of ourselves is reflected in what we
teach our children as well. When their delicate sense of
self-worth is threatened by relentless bullying from rivals
and classmates, for example, it’s their answer to Who am
I? that gives them the strength to heal their hurt. Their
answer can even make the difference between when they
feel worthy of living and when they don’t.
The way we think of ourselves also determines the
policies of corporations and nations that either justify
dumping waste into the world’s oceans each year or show
we cherish our living oceans.

Key 1: In the presence of the greatest
technological advancements of the
modern world, science still cannot

Key 2: Everything from our selfesteem to our self-worth, our sense of

Our Origin: Why It Matters

S
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confidence, our well-being, and our
sense of safety, as well as the way we
see the world and other people, stems
from our answer to the question
“Who are we?”
It’s precisely because the way we think of ourselves
plays such a vital role in our lives that we owe it to ourselves to explain who we are and where we came from
as truthfully and honestly as possible. This also includes
changing the existing story when new discoveries give us
the reasons to do so.
Over 150 years ago, geologist Charles Darwin published a paradigm shattering book entitled On the Origin
of Species by Means of Natural Selection. He intended to
provide a scientific explanation for the complexity of life—how it
has morphed over the
ages from primitive
cells to the complex
forms we see today.
Darwin believed that
the evolution he witnessed applied to all
life, including human
life.
In one of the great ironies of the modern world, the
science that was expected to support his theory and solve
life’s mysteries, has done just the opposite.
The most recent discoveries are revealing facts that fly
in the face of long-standing scientific tradition, especially
when it comes to human evolution. Among these facts are:
Fact 1: The relationships shown on the conventional
human evolutionary tree are not based on evidence. While
these relationships are believed to exist, they have never
been proven and are inferred or speculative relationships.

Fact 2: Modern humans arose suddenly on earth approximately 200,000 years ago with the advanced features that set us apart from other forms of life already
developed.
Fact 3: The lack of common DNA between Neanderthals, thought to be some of our ancestors, and early
humans, whose DNA is similar to ours, tells us that we
did not originally descend from them, even if we interbred
with them at some point.
Fact 4: Advanced genome analysis reveals that the DNA
that sets us apart from other primates is the result of a
mysterious and precise fusion of genes that suggests something beyond evolution made our humanness possible.
To be clear, the advanced features identified in Fact
2 didn’t develop slowly over long periods of time, as
evolutionary theory
would suggest. Instead, characteristics
that include a brain
50 percent larger than
that of our nearest
primate relative and
a complex nervous
system with emotional and sensory abilities fine-tuned to our
world, already existed in modern humans. And humans
haven’t changed 2,000 centuries later!
These facts, based upon peer-reviewed science, present a problem for the long-held evolutionary story of our
origins. The new evidence clearly doesn’t support the conventional narrative of the past that we’ve been taught. The
popular story in textbooks today leads us to believe we’re
insignificant beings that began as a biological fluke, then
endured 200,000 years of brutal competition and “survival
of the strongest,” only to discover that we’re powerless
—continued to page 14

THE WORLD’S LARGEST LIBRARY OF
CONSCIOUS MEDIA
Stream over 8,000 yoga practices,
philosophy talks, and documentaries.
PICK YOUR PATH
GAIA.COM/TLC

www.LifeConnectionMagazine.com
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More on How
the Japanese
Live So Long

Y

ou may have already heard about the longevity study
involving almost 80,000 Japanese people. The purpose of the study was to examine the association between
adherence to the Japanese Spinning Top Food Guide and
mortality and the results released in 2016.
The study followed people over a 15-year period to see
what difference the Japanese diet made.
About 43,000 participants were women and all participants
were between 45-75 years old, with no history of cancer,
stroke, ischaemic heart disease or chronic liver disease. The
study was conducted by the Japan Pubic Health Center and
the people studied came from 11 different public health centers across Japan.
The study concluded that there was a positive result. The
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better people followed the diet, the lower the mortality rate.
In addition, following the guidelines lowered the risk of total
mortality from cardiovascular disease, particularly cerebrovascular disease.
“Our findings suggest that balanced consumption of energy,
grains, vegetables, fruits, meat, fish, eggs, soy products, dairy
products, confectionaries, and alcoholic beverages can contribute to longevity by decreasing the risk of death, predominantly
from cardiovascular disease, in the Japanese population.”
Those following the food guide had a 15% lower total
mortality rate. For those who were obese or overweight there
was no significant difference even when the diet was followed.
We encourage people to visit the original report the site
listed at the end, because it’s been represented in different

ways in the media and also because there are distinctions
that the full report will give people that pertains more to their
preference. Portions, for instance, and the wide range of food
preferences are something we can’t begin to list here.
The Spinning Top chart is distinctive in that it features
liquids and physical activity at the top.
There are other differences worth noting. When they talk
about protein they include fish, meat, eggs and soy beans in
that category. They also discovered that a preference for fish
over meat, made no difference in their results.
One story in media, stated the chart showed that people
should emphasize a diet with multiple and plentiful quantities of fruits and vegetables. Looking at the chart, however, it
doesn’t appear that way.
Notice that fruits are at the bottom near other sugars and
confections. It recommends only two servings a day.
Above that, at 3-5 servings a day, is the fish, meat, eggs and
soy beans. Interesting too is that alcoholic beverages are on
the chart. Balance and proportions is emphasized in the report.
Enjoy looking it over.
The research report was posted on BMJ.com and the
graphic show here was produced by them. Originally the
British Medical Journal, for over 170 years BMJ has looked
at today’s most critical health challenges by publishing the
newest research, providing professional development solutions
and creating clinical decision support tools.

See the full report at bmj.com/content/352/bmj.i1209

Granny Rocks continued from page 5
littered with discarded people and devastated earth,
Granny Rocks says let’s Bathe in Joy. Let’s fight for the
world we want and can co-create.
The purpose of any economy is to create and exchange the
goods and services we need so that we can sustain ourselves
and nurture our children. To do that we need regeneration
time, love and community, clean air, water and food,
mental stimulation, healthcare, meaningful lives, a sense
of value and a feeling of safety. But today’s economy is
not about sustaining us and the earth that supports us.
Granny, also known as Beth Green, give her perspective on the economy, society and how we went so
wrong—and point to a way to mobilize for a better
future. Come in person and receive a free CD of her
album, Rumblings of Revolution, which will provide
most of the music for the program.
It’s free of charge, but donations are welcome. Locally
the event will be at the San Diego Church of the Brethren
at 3850 Westgate Place 92105.
For how to join in San Diego or online, contact helen@theinnerrevolution.org. For information on joining in Oregon, contact james@theinnerrevolution.org.

\\\ Transformational Talk ///

Are You a
Secret Bigot?
BY PENELOPE YOUNG ANDRADE, LCSW

A

re you a secret bigot? Like many you may abhor discrimination and intolerance. You may also, like many,
notice secret thoughts of prejudice arising whether you like
them or not. No blame! You’ve been educated in a culture
rife with bigotry and bias about race, religion, gender, culture, class, LGBTQ identity and even zip codes. If you want
to get ‘woke’ you’ll need to ferret out not only the bias you
notice, but the more insidious prejudgments you don’t.
Looking beneath the surface for your own social/political
dark side is just, honorable and really hard.
Here’s the tip. If/when you’re ready to take this on, make a
commitment to actively, safely look for your blind spots. Notice the flash of judgment that arises when you see women
in Hajibs, dark skinned men speaking Arabic/Spanish/Urdu,
tatted bikers, transvestites, goth/punk/preppie kids, corporate execs, Trump supporters, Antifa activists, cops, priests,
homeless men and women …all people…all different.

It’s important not to judge yourself for initial, private
thoughts. It’s what you choose to do after initial reactions
that counts. Find safe people and places to explore responses. Look for sad, mad, scared… especially scared…
emotions. Cry, stomp, tremble as you allow emotions to
move briefly through your body. Breathe. Stay present as
you enjoy the ensuing relief and resourcefulness of your
soft, open heart. Let judgments go…of them, of you, of the
current situation.
You are bigger than any bigotry. You can choose to
transform any darkness. You are a being born to love and
connect and create communities of compassion, reconciliation, and inclusion.
Penelope Young Andrade, LCSW EmotionalMedicineRx.com, penelopeyandrade@gmail.com, Twitter @EmotionalRx, 858-481-5752
www.LifeConnectionMagazine.com
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Calendar
September

your True Self. Lecture and hands-on experiential
work. Registration/info www.lightnews.org

4 | Monday — Labor Day

23 | Saturday

5 | Tuesday — Full Moon

Foundation for Economic Justice
Networking, Dinner and Lecture with Alexandra
Lough, PhD. “Progress and Poverty: A California
Story” 5-7:30 pm. First Church of the Brethren, 3850
Westgate Place, San Diego, CA 92105. Donation: $25
RSVP: Alan (858) 883-7314 weprosper2@hotmail.
com Volunteers wanted.

9 | Saturday
Dragonfruit Demonstration
Garden Walk & Talk 9-10 am. Dragonfruit is a high
quality fruit that requires little water and can be productive in pots as well as in the ground. Cuttings available.
Bring a pot or a bag. In the South Bay Botanical Garden
located in the SW corner of Southwestern College
in Chula Vista. $3 donation for SBBG. Contact Alan
858-883-7314.

13-16 | Wed – Saturday
Breath
of Life
Class

September Weekly

Mondays

INt’L Col of Holistic Studies Open House
Miraculous Monday happens once a month, on the
first Monday of every month. We have an open house
followed by a guest speaker, then at the end we offer
a FREE chair massages to our guests. On the first
Monday of every month (unless it falls on a holiday).
International College of Holistic Studies, 1500 State
St., SD 92101. www.ITCOHS.com 858-581-9460

at LifeShapes Institute begins Sep. 13-16. For information call 951-677-0652. www.LifeShapes.org

Submitting
CAL & CFD Ads

15–17 | Friday – Sunday
KAABOO Music festival
KAABOO® is three days of fun, packed full with memories and it has all of the makings of a comfortable event.
We have plenty of shade and seating, all restrooms
are clean with flushable toilets (no porta-potties), and
there is no dirt, dust or mud to fight through just
to have a good time. Enjoy the world-class music,
hilarious comedy, incredible cuisine, craft libations,
inspiring contemporary art, and personal indulgences.
Get ready for this journey of discovery! www.kaaboodelmar.com

17 | Sunday
2017 Day of Peace Celebration
Sponsored by the Interfaith Council of La Mesa, the
2017 San Diego Day of Peace Celebration will host
many groups who will be contributing to a day of fun,
caring and celebration. The event is free of charge,
lasts from 3-5 pm and all are welcome. It will be held
in La Mesa at Aztec Park. Interfaithlamesa.org

19 | Tuesday — New Moon
22-23 | Friday - Saturday
Integrated
Chakra
Therapy

Listings—$1. per word (includes first line
in bold) $10 minimum per ad. Count phone
numbers as 1 word. Count Websites & email
addresses as 3 words.

Make sure to specify the category or date.
Don’t count that in the total words.

Listings in Bold cost an additional 20%

Pay for 2 months in advance and receive a
third month FREE (on listings above only—
not on ads that have photos or logos).

LISTINGS with PHOTO or LOGO cost $20
plus $1. per word for each month run.
PAYMENT — email the ad and call with
credit card info, or mail both the ad & check
to us at the PO Box 1278, Vista 92085.

Please submit ads before the 15th of the
month preceding publication. Late ads may
be accepted if there is room, but there is a
late fee of $5. Sorry, but no ads dictated over
the phone. Thank you!

Intro Weekend with Richard Jelusich. Learn ICT to use
your chakras to observes, understand, assess and
heal the chakras and biofield. Strengthen and awaken
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Tuesdays
Inner Temple at eve encinitas
Weekly Community Gathering Space! You can come
throughout the day to enjoy Yoga, Creative Writing/ART classes, Meditation, Artisan Market. Local
conscious artisans and practitioners, potential collaborators, unity, brother/sisterhood, health, and all the
wonderful things you love about living in San Diego
County! Contact Jacquelyne Price at jacquelyne@jacquelyneprice.com or www. innertempletuesdays.com

Wednesdays
Deep SOUND MEDITATION at CIHS
Every Wednesday from 6:30pm at California Institute
for Human Science. 701 Garden View Court Encinitas,
CA 92024- $10 For info email:deepdeoja@gmail.com

Thursdays
Twin Hearts Meditation
Every 1st & 3rd Thursdays 7:00pm – 8:30pm at the
Myo-Sei Center 741 Garden View Ct. Suite 204 Encinitas, CA Call (888) 226-4325 or Visit the website at
www.goddessenterprises.net for morel information.

Saturdays
INNER VOICE SOUND MEDITATION
Every Saturday 7:30pm–9pm at Bikram Yoga - 701
Seagaze St. Oceanside www.innerworldmusic.org

October
14-15 | Friday–Saturday
M-JOY
Integrative
Seminar
Come PLAY in the WE Experience with Melissa Joy
Jonsson, Instructor.. Embody the Integrity Effect. Activate True Authentic Power (TAP) from the field of
the heart as a catalyst for interactive reality creation,
manifestation, and experience. SEMINAR. SAN DEIGO October 14-15, 2017 DoubleTree by Hilton San
Diego Del Mar 11915 El Camino Real • San Diego, CA
92130. Registration/More Info: MJoyHeartField.com

27-29 | Friday – Sunday
Don’t Miss
Jac O’Keeffe’s
Weekend Retreat
Her unique way of dialogue and interaction creates an
atmosphere of openness & freedom that supports deep
meditative inquiry. Carlsbad, CA. Reservations: (760)
599-4075. www.innerdirections.org/upcoming-events

Classifieds
Barter
ITEX
Barter
is
Smarter
FREE Lunch & Learn Monday & Thursday
Please join & RSVP at www.mylunchnetwork.com
Hosted by Art Kaliel 760.613.6412

Book

Walking in the
Footsteps of
the Masters
A book highlighting the spiritual
experiences of the Masters that
gradually revealed their soul.
See the process that formulated their lives and tap
into your own soul truth. Pointing to the similarities of
all spiritual paths, this is a valuable guide to recognize
the milestones along your path at this important time of
transition. Ronit Gabay is Soul Speaking Coach. She
speaks the language of the soul in 4 different “languages”: Judaism, Islam, Christianity, and Buddhism.
She is passionate about connecting people beyond
the understanding of religion. Reviewed on amazon.
com. Available through The Life Connection for $24.

Health

Save 10% ! TransformYourHealth.com
Sign-up for our free “TransformYourHealth Insider’s
Club” E-Newsletter & receive 10% off promo code for
your next online or phone order. Save up to 60% off
on premium whole-food, organic, raw, vegan supplement brands! www.transformyourhealth.com/newslettersingle.htm

Graphic Design

Space For Rent
Office/ healing Room rental
Office/Healing Room for rent for health practitioners.
Hourly, daily, weekly, monthly, located in Encinitas on
the campus of the California Institute for Human Science Contact Pranic Healing of San Diego 888-2264325; E-Mail Info@Pranichealingsd.com

Yes, We Do
Judge a Book
by its Cover
Your book design should
be as compelling as the ideas it conveys. I’ve been
a professional graphic designer since 1989. My clients include the San Diego Natural History Museum,
Western Field Ornithologists, Caroline Sutherland and
many others. I specialize in getting authors’ books
onto Amazon/CreateSpace, Kindle, Nook, and other
publishing platforms. I’m known for loyalty, and have
a long history of working with complex scientific publications as well as novels, poetry, etc. I design the
covers, interior, and can do all the work of getting your
precious publication out to the world. Full editing and
website design services also available. Tim Brittain:
619-421-6344 • twbrit@cox.net

Home Repair

Handyman — over 30 years experience
Does your home need Cabinetry, Carpentry, Electrical
Work, Plumbing, Tiling or Painting? Quality workmanship now available in North County and in general
San Diego areas. Call Hugh Clark at 619-415-5390.

Meditation

Transmission Meditation is designed
for those who wish to serve the world through a group
meditation practice. 7 pm Tuesdays and Fridays, 9:30
am Sundays near downtown San Diego. transmissionmeditation.org / 619-531-0773 Always free.

Personal Growth

Arelationshipguru.com
Sliding scale.

Services

Papers & office work piling up?
Experienced personal assistant serving North Coastal
seniors & entrepreneurs. 420 OK. http://www.daily
moneymanager.net

Stress

Are You Feeling Anxious?
Or Depressed? Have you tried medications without
success? There is still Hope. Call 858-531-7653
Free Telephone Consultation. www.SanDiego
ComplementaryCare.com

Wanted

Need a Little Help Around San Diego
It’s tough for us, as a publication, to know when to
restock The Life Connection. If you live or shop in San
Diego County we’d like you to help us keep stocked
with TLC magazines where ever you pick it up. You
can help by letting us know when they are gone, or
by getting copies from us and restocking. AND we are
also always looking for new spots to deliver if you have
ideas. Emails us: call Steve at 760-631-1177 or email
lifeconnectionmagazine@gmail.com. Thank you

Web Design

IS YOUR WEBSITE OUT OF DATE?
The web is evolving. Your website should evolve along
with it. Affordably. Learn more and visit our portfolio at
http://bentonwebs.com Call Todd at 760-731-4855 or
email todd@bentonwebs.com for a free assessment
and consultation.

www.LifeConnectionMagazine.com
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How White Flour
Is Overcoming
White-Power Nazis
Article by Sarah
Freeman-Woolpert

W

Clown photos from loldiers.com

hile racism, Nazis and white supremacists are no
laughing matter, some people are using humor
and clowns to deflate the effectiveness of neo-Nazi rallies. Fighting white power with white flour instead of
matching their force and anger, appears to be a more
effective approach. In Finland the Loldiers (as in LOL)
effectively balance out the anti-immigrant Soldiers of
Odin. Other groups around the world, including the
US, are countering hateful rallies that separate people,
into opportunities for communities to come together and
affirm they are united and support the diversity. Here’s
some creative ways they are doing it.
—Steve Hays

as a tactic to undermine Nazi ideology, particularly in the
unlikely form of clowns—troupes of brightly-dressed activists who show up to neo-Nazi gatherings and make a public
mockery of the messages these groups promote. It puts white
supremacists in a dilemma in which their own use of violence
will seem unwarranted, and their machismo image is tainted
by the comedic performance by their opponent. Humor deescalates their rallies, turning what could become a violent
confrontation into a big joke.
Satirical imitation was used in Olympia, Washington in
2005 when a dozen members of the National Socialist Movement paraded around the state capitol to recruit members for
the coming “race war.” They were met with clowns mimicking
the “Seig Heil” salute and goose-stepping in a public mockery

Trolls chanted in the streets the day of a planned neoNazi rally in the small ski town of Whitefish, Montana
earlier this year. But they were not the trolls that residents
had been expecting—namely, white supremacists from
around the country, who had been harassing the town’s
Jewish community with death threats.
These trolls wore bright blue wigs and brandished
signs that read “Trolls Against Trolls” and “Fascists
Fear Fun,” cheerfully lining the route where the neoNazi march had been slated to take place. Due to poor
organizing and the failure to obtain proper permits, the
demonstration had fell through, leading to what the
counter-protesters gleefully deemed a “Sieg Fail.” So,
locals held their own counter-event, gathering together
to share matzo ball soup and celebrate the town’s unity,
which—with a dose of humor and a denunciation of
hatred—had successfully weathered a rightwing antiSemitic “troll storm” and strengthened the community
as a whole.
Using humor and irony to undermine white supremacy dates back to the days of the Third Reich, from
jokes and cartoons employed by Norwegians against
the Nazi occupation to “The Great Dictator” speech
by Charlie Chaplin.
In recent years, humor has continued to be used

“Using humor and irony to undermine
white supremacy dates back to the days
of the Third Reich.”
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that drew attention away from the Nazi demonstration and
undermined their image to would-be supporters.
In 2007, the group Anti Racist Action staged a full-fledged
clown performance at a neo-Nazi rally in Knoxville, Tennessee. The clowns feigned confusion at demonstrators’ cries
of “White power!” and called back, “White flour?” as they
threw fistfulls of flour into the air.
“White power!” the neo-Nazi group shouted, and the
clowns pretended they finally understood their mistake. “Oh,
white flowers!” they cried out, handing white flowers to passersby, including some of the neo-Nazis themselves.
“White power!” they yelled again. “Tight shower?” the
clowns called back, holding a shower head in the air and
crowding together in a ridiculous attempt to follow the directions of the white supremacist group.
They tried once more: “White power!” And the female
clowns exclaimed, as though they finally understood, “Wife
power!” raising letters in the air to spell out the words and
hoisting the male clowns in the air, running around and carrying them in their arms.

The clowns stole the show, and continued parading
through the streets with the police smiling happily at their
sides. The neo-Nazi group called off their demonstration
several hours early. This action inspired clowns in Charlotte, North Carolina to also yell “Wife power!” at a white
supremacist rally. They also held signs that said “Dwight
Power!” next to photos of the NBA player Dwight Howard.
Anti-Nazi clowning can also turn into a wider community event, bringing local people together in solidarity and
fun. A recent New York Times editorial (8/17/17) highlighted an “involuntary walk-a-thon” in Wunsiedel, Germany,
organized in response to an annual neo-Nazi march. The organizers drew chalk markers on the pavement marking the
starting point, halfway point and finish line. Local residents
and businesses pledged to donate 10 euros for every meter
the white supremacists marched to a group called EXIT
Deutschland, which is
dedicated to helping
people leave rightwing
extremist groups.
People came out to
cheer the marchers the
day of the event, flanking the route with signs
that read “If only the
Fuhrer knew!” and
“Mein Mamph!” ( or
“My Munch”) by a
table of bananas offered to the walkers.
This turned the marchers into involuntary
supporters against their
own cause, and brought the community together in unity
to counter the messages of white supremacy.
Other European cities have employed clowns to counter anti-immigrant groups. For example, the “Loldiers of
Odin” formed in Finland to counter a citizen patrol called
Soldiers of Odin. The clowns danced around the streets the
same nights that the patrols went out in the community,
bringing acrobat hoops and a hobby horse. They also
danced around the “soldiers” while playing in the snow.
Their actions countered rightwing propaganda of making
the streets “safer” from immigrants by bringing humor and
silliness to their actions.
To build on past successes of anti-Nazi clowning, activists and local organizers can draw on the creativity of the
community to devise actions and events that mock white
supremacist ideology and those who support it.
Clowning as a tactic of creative resistance was first
developed by a group of U.K. activists who started the
Clandestine Insurgent Rebel Clown Army, or CIRCA, in
2003. Mixing slapstick humor and improv theater with
civil disobedience, the group had—at its height—over 150
trained clowns in Edinburgh, and their tactics were adopted
by activists across Europe and the United States.

Humor has wide-reaching potential beyond clowning
in countering neo-Nazis. It can be employed in the form
of a serenade, like the sousaphonist who played his instrument to a crowd of Confederate flag-wielding marchers in
Columbia, South Carolina. There’s also the parody song
“Tiki Torch Nazis,” written and performed by a couple
from San Francisco, that went viral after Charlottesville and
hilariously undermines the serious image neo-Nazis strive
to present. Meanwhile, in the United Kingdom, a group
called the English Disco Lovers, or EDL, uses its acronym
along with dance music and 1970’s style wigs to subvert
public gatherings of the racist English Defense League.
To build on past successes of anti-Nazi clowning, activists and local organizers can draw on the creativity of the
community to devise actions and events that mock white
supremacist ideology and those who support it. This could
be done in the form of a
carnivalesque “Fascist
Fair,” complete with a
dunk tank and jousting
match. It could take the
form of dressing up in
costumes that satirize
the labels white supremacists have given
counter-protesters, like
vermin or Communists. Events can draw
in various local groups,
from marching bands
to theater troupes to intramural sports teams
so that resistance to
white supremacy becomes a community expression of
solidarity, like in Whitefish, Montana.
Counter-demonstrations can employ a tactic called
détournement, or culture jamming, to draw on existing
cultural symbols that resonate with a wider audience. This
could involve staging a humorous match in which one
side represents neo-Nazis dressed as Death Eaters from
Harry Potter, and the other side represents Gryffindor, or
the Avengers, or Wonder Woman and the Amazon warriors. Their marches can be accompanied by a mass choir
drowning out their chants with refrains of “You’re So Vain”
or JoJo’s “Leave (Get Out).” They could also be met with
“Flash Mobs Against Fascist Mobs.” The street where the
march is planned could be covered in rainbow paint and
glitter that will coat the bottoms of their shoes.
Other creative tactics can be used to counter neoNazi propaganda with less direct confrontation. Activists
around the world have turned Nazi graffiti into art, like
the #PaintBack campaign transforming Swastikas into
cartoon animals.
Beyond the marches themselves, clowning can undermine Confederate statues and symbols when their removal
—continued page 16
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victims in a hostile world
of separation, competition,
and conflict.
Scientific discovery, however, now suggest something
radically different. It’s for
this reason that we need a
new story to accommodate
the new evidence. Or we
need to follow the evidence
we already have to a new
story. From fossils and grave
sites to brain size and DNA,
the existing evidence is already solving the mystery of
the origin of our kind.
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and EmotionalMedicineRx.com.
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If we’re honest with ourselves and acknowledge that
the world is changing, then
it makes sense that our story
in the world must change
as well. In all likelihood,
the new human story will
be a hybrid of theories that
already exist. These will
be woven together into the
new tapestry of a grand
chronicle that describes an
extraordinary and epic past.
And with this new story, at
last we’ll embrace the history that cannot be accounted
for in any of the existing
theories by themselves.
A growing body of evidence suggests that we are
the product of something
more than random mutations and lucky biology. But
the evidence can only go so
far. Fossils, DNA, ancient
cave art, and human burial
sites cannot tell us why

those things happened. We
may never know the complete why of what has made
our existence possible, but
maybe we don’t need to
know. Maybe it’s not necessary to have that level of
detail for us to shift the way
we think about ourselves
and change our lives. The
discovery that we are the
product of something more
than evolution—very likely
a conscious and intelligent
act of creation—may be
all we need to point us in
a new, honest, and healthy
direction.
The undeniable fact is
that something happened
200,000 years ago to make
our existence possible. We
owe it to ourselves to embrace the body of evidence
and the healing it can bring
to our lives. The power of
the emerging human story
may help us bring true and
lasting healing to the racial
hate, the sexual violence,
the religious intolerance,
and the other devastating
challenges we face, ranging
from the abuse of technology to the plague of terrorism that’s sweeping the
earth. To do anything less is
simply to place a Band-Aid
on the emotional wound
that creates these expressions of fear.
For the first time in the
300-year-long history of
science, we’re writing a new
human story that gives us a
new answer to the timeless
question of who we are.
Key 4: New DNA evidence suggests that we’re
the result of an intentional
act of creation that has
imbued us with extraordinary abilities of intuition,
compassion, empathy, love,
and self-healing.
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White Flour & Power
continued from page 13

would lead to an escalation
of violence, as activist David Swanson has suggested.
Dressing up Confederate
statues as clowns or jokers
with signs like “You must
be joking!” mocks the statue
itself and undercuts the veneration of historical figures
who represent the country’s
legacy of slavery.
These actions not only
deflate the macho image of
neo-Nazis to their own supporters—which is strengthened by violent confrontation—but they also engage
the community in planning
fun collective actions to
counter hate and intolerance. Humorous counterdemonstrations unleash a
storm of creativity, as activists and local groups collaborate to design creative
actions together.
In the end, the actions
bring communities together
against hate speech. Since
humor and clowning can
incorporate so many community members—children
and the elderly, musicians
and athletes, politicians and
school teachers—they draw
everyone into a joyful, silly expression of solidarity.
That’s something a band of
tiki torch-wielding neo-Nazis
don’t stand a change against.
This work is licensed under a Creative
Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0
License and originally appeared in
CommonDreams.org Originally from
New Hampshire, Sarah FreemanWoolpert studied international affairs
and conflict resolution at The George
Washington University. She lives in
Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina,
where she is conducting qualitative research on youth activist movements.

From the pubisher
continued from page 4

I shouldn’t be there, it
always seemed to compel
someone else to say something to balance it and
welcome me in a “don’t
worry about him” sort
of way. It took only one
person to include me, and
eventually others did too
and we became a team.
It’s now that I appreciate that experience more. I
was given the opportunity
to discover different areas
of the country and know
a little bit about being in
a minority, from time to
time, but, of course, know
nothing about being black.
Only what it’s like to be
treated with kindness, as
well as see hate in someone’s eyes—and that most
often, acting and being
human won the day.
As much as we’ve heard
about racism lately I’m
surprised we hear so much
about monuments and so
little about the Confederate Constitution. Going to
school and living in Arlington, Virginia, right next
to Washington, D.C., we
knew monuments. Seemed
like we’d read history and
then go visit where it took
place. I heard about Gen.
Robert E. Lee.
What I haven’t seen
much about is what’s in
the constitution the Confederate states fought for.
I wonder if people read it
more would see what the
fight was for and against.
Simply put, blacks were
considered property and
could be bought, sold and
treated any way their owner felt appropriate. They
had no rights at all. It
also stated that part of the
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From the pubisher
continued

Constitution could never
be changed or modified.
Only a few of us pretend
that the US Constitution
created the perfect society
that everyone has lived up
to ever since, but, given
the times, the Constitution
was inspired and visionary. More than declare the
way things were, it set a
goal and we’ve constantly
moved the goal line and expected more of ourselves.
It’s good news that there
have usually been people

moving it toward including more people than the
founders started with.
Through the years
we’ve often—not always—
moved in the direction of
passing the ball to new
people and inviting them
to join. We’ve also often
required that the new arrivals be labor hard until
a new group of immigrants
come.
When we interrupt that
cycle because of race, religion or sex, we get stuck.
We divide ourselves and
lose the goal of being a
place with liberty and justice for all. Our game is to
ensure equal treatment under the law—not provide
privilege and preferential
treatment. That was the
purpose we agreed on.
If those differences become political, that’s a
different game—not one
based on the principles
Americans chose at the
beginning.
Today we’re finding out
what isn’t working. Will
we find that it takes only
one, or a few, to say, “of
course, include everyone;
join in”? When we are
more inclusive, the game
expands. We get better.
I wonder if people in
the old South knew what
their constitution said or
if they were defending the
only way they knew how
to live?
Today we know the difference and modern communications show us when
we don’t live up to our
agreements. Having that
in the open is not all bad.
It means change. We have
a good game plan.
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